
SKY INSIDE
BRING THE

So your employees and clients can thrive

COMMERCIAL AND LESIURE



Discover
a new

kind of
nature

‘Living Skies’ are artificial
windows and ceilings that

produce the realistic effect of
looking outside.

 
They bring life into dark spaces

with little access to natural light.
Through calming, scenic

imagery, they help the viewer feel
more at ease.

Above all is the incredible effect
Living Skies have on health and
wellbeing. Scientifically proven

to reduce feelings of stress and
anxiety, they promote physical

and mental nourishment.
 

They help people to relax, focus
and have a more productive and

enjoyable time.
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By enhancing the aesthetics of a room, you enhance the
experience for your clients, guests, employees and visitors.
 
Our sky ceilings and windows suit a wide range of
establishments, such as offices and hotels. Think windowless
studios, basement conversions and enclosed work areas.
 
Your space will not only be a welcoming environment, but a
productive one as well.

Benefits
Brighten spaces with little access to outdoor light
Reduce levels of stress and anxiety
Improve productivity
Encourage relaxation and enjoyment
Reconnect to a natural environment that promotes
wellbeing.

A boost for your business
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Living Skies – Moving screens that reflect the world
outside. Circadian RhythmⓇ programming emulates
the day’s cycle from dawn to dusk.
Feature Windows – Static scenes that display luminous
detailed images. This calming wall and ceiling art
makes rooms feel larger and more inviting.

Sky Ceilings and Windows
 
Create a natural landscape or sky effect with the illusion of
a window in the ceiling or wall.
 

 
Panels and screens come in a range of different sizes. You
can place them next to each other to create large, visual
experiences.

Products
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Design of your choice
To help mental and physical wellbeing, we create our

windows using biophilic design – this is where nature and
its benefits are incorporated into our built environment.

 
Choose from a range of detailed imagery, from

breathtaking mountain scenes to calming skies with wispy
clouds. You can see different options on our website.

 
Or, create bespoke designs with our full customisation

option.
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Add mood lighting to
transform a whole room.
 
Ambient lighting systems
bring spaces alive with
colour to create healing
environments. Ideal for
relaxation spaces and
sensory rooms.

Mood lighting
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Our interactive range offers
captivating sensory

experiences.
 

Games and designs are
displayed on interactive

tables or through wall/floor
projection.

Interactive

Sensory playtime for
children of all ages

A fun distraction
Concentration and

problem-solving
activities.

Imagery responds to human
movement, providing:

 

 
There are hundreds of

enticing designs and games
to pick from.
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How does it work?
We create our products through world-class research

using the latest technological advances.
 

The full-spectrum, daylight-balanced systems feature Circadian
Rhythm® programming. This reflects the day’s true cycle, with

the colour temperature of real daylight at 6,500K.
 

Confirmed by leading research facilities, the specific lighting
balance we create encourages the release of melatonin into
the bloodstream. This hormone reduces stress and anxiety,

helping the viewer feel more at ease.
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Static scene

Moving scenes

Feature
windows and

ceilings

Customisable design

Custom sizes

Dimmable

Circadian Rhythm®
compatible

Mood lighting
compatible

Simple installation

Living windows
and ceilings
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Living Skies properties



For ten years, we’ve been pioneering research-informed products
where health and wellbeing is our primary concern.

 
Working alongside trusted architects, our service is efficient and

fuss-free. We install our systems while causing minimal
disruption to your daily activity, leaving you with

simple-to-use, long-lasting and low-power solutions.
 

We work sustainably and try to have a
minimal impact on the environment.

About Sky Inside UK
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We'd love to talk about your dream project. If you have any
questions or are looking for a quote, please get in touch.

 
Call: +44 (0)117 230 6684

Email: skyinsideuk@gmail.com
Or head to: skyinsideuk.com

 
We also work with healthcare and residential clients.

See our website for more information.

What can we do
for you?
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skyinsideuk.com


